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Reclaiming Our Children: the Healing Solution for
a Nation in Crisis
By Peter Breggin

Perseus Books, Reading, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 2000. Hardcover. Condition: New. No Jacket. From
Booklist: Breggin, a medical doctor, explores the issues behind some of the recent troubling
behavior of American youth as well as the changing adult attitudes toward children. He starts by
examining the Columbine shootings and branches into other distress signals from youth, including
the long and sorrowful history of urban youth violence. Breggin views the slow and uncoordinated
response to Columbine as a metaphor for the nation's inability or unwillingness to come to grips
with the sociological and psychological problems of youth: divorce, racism, alienation, and
isolation caused by technology, drug abuse, and neglect. Breggin cautions against relying on
counseling and drug therapy to address societal ills, as was suggested in the wake of Columbine. (As
it turns out, the shooters had already been involved in counseling and drug treatment. ) The nation
is addressing troubled youth by "using drugs the way gardeners use herbicides, " he writes. Instead,
Breggin makes recommendations for improving schools, reducing stress on children, and
enhancing parent-child relationships, in short, for reclaiming responsibility for parenting children.
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz
This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. It is writter in easy words and phrases and not confusing. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Ala yna K upha l
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Tw elv e Ef f ectiv e Way s to H elp Y o u r A DD/A DH D C h ild : Dru g- Free A ltern ativ es f o r.
Book Condition: New. Ships From Canada. New. No dust jacket as issued. Glued binding. 264 p. Contains: Illustrations. Audience:
General/trade. Book Info Consumer text of recommendations backed by scientific studies. Discusses diet, allergens, vitamins and
minerals, and more. Softcover. About the Author...
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Book Condition: Brand New. Book Condition: Brand New.
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A Smarter Way to L earn J av aScrip t: Th e N ew A p p ro ach Th at U ses Tech n o lo gy to C u t Y o u r Ef f o rt in H alf
Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 251 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.The ultimate learn-by-doing approachWritten for beginners, useful for experienced developers who want to sharpen
their skills and don t mind...
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Reclaiming Our Children: A Healing Solution for a Nation in Crisis, Perseus Publishing, 2001, ISBN 0738204269. The Ritalin Fact Book:
What Your Doctor Won't Tell You, Perseus Books Group, 2002, ISBN 0738204501. Talking Back To Prozac: What Doctors Aren't
Telling You About Today's Most Controversial Drug, St. Martin's Paperbacks, 1995, ISBN 0312956061.

Breggin focuses mostly on the social ills of our society and the social and political context of mental health approaches to children, doing
a solid job in this regard. However, a more expansive understanding of health, healing, and reality is needed to help more people realize
the wealth of alternatives to drugs. Read more.Â 5 June 2000 - Published on Amazon.com. Dr. Breggin presents a discussion of how
American society does a disservice to our troubled school children by labelling them with psychiatric diagnoses and medicating them
rather than critically examining the alienation and abandonment caused by family, schools, and communities. For parents, counselors,
and educators, a most important chapter is one which offers suggestions for improving our schools. Children have been sliding down our
priority list for too long. Busy parents give children leftover timethose few remaining minutes after work and recreation. Stressed
teachers have put conformity and good grades ahead of stimulating children to love learning.Â Our children, desperately missing us in
their lives, look in the wrong places for solace and support. While only a few become openly violent, many more feel humiliated,
frustrated, lonely, and angry.From recasting our attitudes as parents and getting more involved in schools as volunteers, to restructuring
class sizes, limiting homework, and fostering honest dialog about the pressures in our society, Reclaiming Our Children shows us the
way to lasting peace with and among our children. A long-time critic of mainstream psychiatry, and of the recent near-exclusive
emphasis on the biological aspects of mental illness in particular, Peter Breggin makes sure his voice is among the many offering postColumbine recommendations for the future of America's children by writing Reclaiming Our Children: A Healing Plan for a Nation in
Crisis.Â This is not an easy solution or one that earns profits for the mental health establishment and drug companies, Breggin
acknowledges; it is simply the most effective and ethical one.

A long-time critic of mainstream psychiatry, and of the recent near-exclusive emphasis on the biological aspects of mental illness in
particular, Peter Breggin makes sure his voice is among the many offering post-Columbine recommendations for the future of America's
children by writing Reclaiming Our Children: A Healing Plan for a Nation in Crisis.Â This is not an easy solution or one that earns profits
for the mental health establishment and drug companies, Breggin acknowledges; it is simply the most effective and ethical one. Our
society spend so much time and energy forcing children to do things. School is the worst! There has got to be a better way to educate,
discipline and raise healthy children without all the fear, intimidation and forcing things on them that may not really be important to them.
To function as a family unit is far more productive for everyone. Read more. One person found this helpful.

From recasting our attitudes as parents to restructuring class sizes, limiting homework and fostering honest dialog about the pressures
in our society, Reclaiming Our Children shows us the way to profound and lasting peace with and among our children. Beginning with a
dramatic shift in adult priorities that places children at the center of our lives, Peter Breggin demonstrates how we can dedicate
ourselves to creating meaningful, loving, disciplined, and inspiring relationships with all of our children.â€¦ (more). all members. â–
¾Members. Reclaiming Children and Youth offers a vast array of strategies and solutions to many of the pressing problems of youth
work today. Using tried and tested models, it presents techniques to reclaim even the most challenging children and youth. Youth Today
has called Reclaiming Children and Youth "one of the best publications in the field." With a world-class editorial board, this journal puts
readers on the leading edge of positive youth development. Do you have a promo code for a complimentary subscription? Reclaiming
Our Children book. Read 3 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Children have been sliding down our priority list for
too lo...Â Our children, desperately missing us in their lives, look in the wrong places for solace and support.Â One of the most
powerful accounts of the crisis of our schools/children/families (and seemingly accurate account of our dangerous and misfocused
attention to making suffering or sheer emotions, pathology) in this country...amazing author/psychiatrist. flag 2 likes Â· Like Â· see
review. Mar 12, 2018 Michael Sullivan rated it it was amazing. Shelves: favourites, critical-psychiatry-drugcorruption, peter-breggin.
Another fantastic book by Breggin. Nations have slightly different considerations, among them a strong national identity thatâ€™s based
on language, culture, or other factors, as well as core values, such as democracy. To prove its point, Upheaval speeds through several
case studies of countries that have suffered traumatic events: Japan in 1853, when Americans forced it to open its feudal society to the
West; Indonesia in 1965, after a coup; Chile in 1973, when President Salvador Allende was overthrown; and a more dragged-out crisis
in Australia during its painful distancing from the U.K. during and after World War II.Â Perhaps most interesting to longtime readers will
be Diamondâ€™s own tale of personal crisis, which was clearly an inspiration for the book.

Reclaiming Our Children book. Read 3 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Children have been sliding down our
priority list for too lo...Â Our children, desperately missing us in their lives, look in the wrong places for solace and support.Â One of the
most powerful accounts of the crisis of our schools/children/families (and seemingly accurate account of our dangerous and misfocused
attention to making suffering or sheer emotions, pathology) in this country...amazing author/psychiatrist. flag 2 likes Â· Like Â· see
review. Mar 12, 2018 Michael Sullivan rated it it was amazing. Shelves: favourites, critical-psychiatry-drugcorruption, peter-breggin.
Another fantastic book by Breggin. "So many (children) are signalling their suffering in so many ways, with hardly anyone taking notice."
"Should the threat of violence lead the nation to turn its schools into mental hospitals - or are there better approaches...?" He criticizes
efforts to reduce stigma toward mental illness in children. "These extraordinary pronouncements [that mental illness is rooted in biology]
rendered parents irrelevant, gutted family life of any meaning, and rejected common sense..." and "shut the door on children."
Remember that your children are not only your own property, but also the property of the nation. They are the property of all of society
and that society has the right to control your conduct!â€ Czech and German nationalists in the Bohemian lands were hardly alone in
claiming that children comprised a precious form of â€œnational propertyâ€ (nationaler Besitz, nÃ¡rodanÃmajetek) at the turn of the
century. In an age of mass politics and nationalist demography, nationalists across Europe obsessed about the quantity and quality of
the nation's children. They were, however, unique in their ability Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for
Reclaiming Our Children : A Healing Plan for a Nation in Crisis by Peter Breggin (2000, Trade Paperback) at the best online prices at
eBay! Free shipping for many products!Â Beginning with a dramatic shift in adult priorities that places children at the centre of our lives,
Peter Breggin demonstrates how we can dedicate ourselves to creating meaningful, loving, disciplined, and inspiring relationships with
all of our children. Product Identifiers. Publisher. Our children, desperately missing us in their lives, look in the wrong places for solace
and support. While only a few become openly violent, many more feel humiliated, frustrated, lonely, and angry.From recasting our
attitudes as parents and getting more involved in schools as volunteers, to restructuring class sizes, limiting homework, and fostering
honest dialog about the pressures in our society, Reclaiming Our Children shows us the way to lasting peace with and among our
children.Â Children have been sliding down our priority list for too long. Busy parents give children leftover timeâ€”those few remaining
minutes after work and recreation. Stressed teachers have put conformity and good grades ahead of stimulating children to love
learning.

Reclaiming our children by Peter Roger Breggin, unknown editionÂ Reclaiming our children. a healing solution for a nation in crisis. by
Peter Roger Breggin. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 0 Have read. This edition published in 2000 by Perseus Books in
Cambridge, Mass. "So many (children) are signalling their suffering in so many ways, with hardly anyone taking notice." "Should the
threat of violence lead the nation to turn its schools into mental hospitals - or are there better approaches...?" He criticizes efforts to
reduce stigma toward mental illness in children. "These extraordinary pronouncements [that mental illness is rooted in biology] rendered
parents irrelevant, gutted family life of any meaning, and rejected common sense..." and "shut the door on children." Remember that
your children are not only your own property, but also the property of the nation. They are the property of all of society and that society
has the right to control your conduct!â€ Czech and German nationalists in the Bohemian lands were hardly alone in claiming that
children comprised a precious form of â€œnational propertyâ€ (nationaler Besitz, nÃ¡rodanÃmajetek) at the turn of the century. In an
age of mass politics and nationalist demography, nationalists across Europe obsessed about the quantity and quality of the nation's
children. They were, however, unique in their ability Our children, desperately missing us in their lives, look in the wrong places for
solace and support. While only a few become openly violent, many more feel humiliated, frustrated, lonely, and angry.From recasting our
attitudes as parents and getting more involved in schools as volunteers, to restructuring class sizes, limiting homework, and fostering
honest dialog about the pressures in our society, Reclaiming Our Children shows us the way to lasting peace with and among our
children.Â Children have been sliding down our priority list for too long. Busy parents give children leftover timeâ€”those few remaining
minutes after work and recreation. Stressed teachers have put conformity and good grades ahead of stimulating children to love
learning.

